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Rebecca Lim, Rebecca Lim is the founding partner of
AutoML Capital and Automated Machine Learning
Limited. She is a physicist by training and obtained
her undergraduate and master degree in Physics from
the University of Oxford, specialising in Atmospheric
and Particle Physics. She then pursued a career in
Banking and Finance across Sales and Trading and
Private Banking in Hong Kong and London across the
areas of market risks, derivative pricing, portfolio
constructions etc. Her passion in Science, R&D
motivated her to start the research company
Automated Machine Learning Limited in 2017 – to
simplify the processes of building machine learning
modules. This company later became the building
block of the AutoML Capital Limited, an SFC Licensed
company that made use of the automated machine
learning pipelines, focusing the use case in
WealthTech.
Rebecca is a mother of 3 young kids and also a sub-
4hour marathon runner. She puts her passion in
Science and Technology to encouraging young women
to take on bigger technology roles in the industries.

Introduction

Founder – Rebecca Lim

AutoML Capital democratizes Data Science in WealthTech as first of its kind
in Hong Kong to address the needs and wants of small-scale Asset Managers.
With its core technology in accelerating data-mining processes and
developing a computerised self-learning system, AutoML applies its self-
developed algorithm in innovative use cases across ESG, Crypto and specific
geographical markets. The core plug-and-play AI modules function to 1)
forecast asset class relative performance, 2) perform dynamic asset
allocation and portfolio construction and 3) trigger smart protection
mechanism through taking portfolio risk off when severe market volatility is
predicted.
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Funding & Awards

Media Reference

- Cyberport Incubation Program (2017)
- Croucher Foundation Startup Award (2018)
- Appworks Accelerator Program (2018)
- Enterprise Support Scheme (2018)
- Hong Kong FinTech Impetus Awards (2022)
- HKAI Lab (2022)

- Capital
- EDigest
- HK01
- Oncc
- Hubbis
- ViuTV
- Metro Radio
- Metro Insurance

https://www.capital-hk.com/topics/special_topics/automl-capital-%e5%8f%96%e5%be%97%e8%b3%87%e7%94%a2%e7%ae%a1%e7%90%86%e7%89%8c%e7%85%a7%e7%9a%84start-up/
https://www.edigest.hk/%e6%8a%95%e8%b3%87/automl-capital%e8%b2%a1%e5%af%8c%e7%ae%a1%e7%90%86%e7%a7%91%e6%8a%80-%e7%a7%81%e4%ba%ba%e9%8a%80%e8%a1%8c%e6%9c%8d%e5%8b%99%e5%b9%b3%e6%b0%91%e5%8c%96-365281/
https://www.hk01.com/%E7%A4%BE%E6%9C%83%E6%96%B0%E8%81%9E/766751/%E6%B8%AF%E5%AA%BD%E6%95%B8%E7%A2%BC%E6%B8%AF%E6%90%9E%E5%88%9D%E5%89%B5-%E5%80%9F%E5%9C%92%E5%8D%80%E7%88%AD%E5%8F%96%E8%A6%AA%E5%AD%90%E6%99%82%E9%96%93
https://hk.on.cc/hk/bkn/cnt/news/20220506/bkn-20220506080004020-0506_00822_001.html
https://www.hubbis.com/article/automl-capital-sets-out-to-harness-ai-technology-to-democratise-smart-portfolio-curation
https://www.metroradio.com.hk/MetroInfo/Program/ProgramDetail.aspx?ProgramID=0e934df5-2b9c-403a-9cad-40486c04b834
https://multimetro.hk/insurance/29080/automl-capital%e4%bb%a5%e4%ba%ba%e5%b7%a5%e6%99%ba%e8%83%bd%e7%ae%a1%e7%90%86%e8%b3%87%e7%94%a2-%e9%80%86%e5%b8%82%e4%b8%8b%e4%bb%8d%e8%83%bd%e7%aa%81%e5%9c%8d%e8%80%8c%e5%87%ba/2/#.YvR_pnZBxD8

